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Introduction
Addition of correspondence, course materials, research files, surveys, computer data, audio recordings, and miscellaneous papers of a linguist and professor of English at the University of Missouri. Contains research on dialects and the pronunciation of "Missouri." See also C3992.

Box List

Box 1
Courses/lecture notes, c. 1971-1976
Research files—pronunciation of “Missouri”
High school teaching files, c. 1960s

Box 2
Correspondence/projects, c. 1960s
Newsletters
Dissertation notes
Project files/correspondence/note cards, c. 1970s-2000s
Courses/lecture notes, c. 1973-1975

Box 3
Courses/lecture notes, c. 1960s-1970s
NAFSA/SCMLA files, 1968
MLA files, c. 1970s-1980s

Box 4
Texas files, c. 1960s
Courses/lecture notes, c. 1960s-1970s

Box 5
Project file/correspondence/dialects research, misc., c. 1990s-2000s
Missouri place name publications

Box 6
Courses/lecture notes, c. 1960s
Ste. Genevieve/Ethnic project, c. 1980s
Surveys
“What Do You Say?”, Jefferson Junior High, 1990
Sex-marked language surveys, 1984
Research lists
Box 7
Correspondence, c. 1970s
Conference materials
Missouri Academy of Science files, c. 1970s
Project files, c. 1970s-1980s

Box 8
Grant proposals, 1970s
Correspondence, 1970s
Conference papers/projects, c. 1970s-1980s
Reviews

Box 9
Committee/project files
  Black Studies/Excel class
  IEP
  EFL/ESL
  Cambodian Project

Box 10
Committee/conference/project files, 1970s-1990s
Correspondence
  Recommendation letters
  *Linguistic Atlas of the U.S.A. And Canada*—worksheets (binder)
  Ste. Genevieve Interviews forms, 1980

Box 11
Correspondence/professional development files
Reports
Authors files

Box 12
Courses/lecture notes, c. 1960s-1970s, 1990s

Box 13
Courses—dialect questionnaires, c. 1975-1978
The Linguistic Atlas of Missouri—files
Articles—copies
Huynh Quang Nhuong—obituaries, clippings, script

Box 14
Courses—dialect questionnaires/surveys, c. 1970s-1980s

Box 15
Courses—dialect questionnaires/surveys, c. 1970s-1980s
Box 16
Courses—dialect questionnaires/surveys, c. 1970s-1980s
ADS questionnaire/correspondence—Teaching About Language Variation, 1983
MLA conference proposals, c. 1984-1985
Survey maps

Box 17
Computer printouts (unfoldered)—survey maps/data

Box 18
Audio tapes, c. 1960s-1970s [25]
   American dialects
   Bilingual Project
   Irish music
   Mr. and Mrs. C.D. Lance’s golden anniversary (8 track)

Computer discs—Missouri Folklore Society/projects/publications [107]